What's riskier for young soccer players,
practice or game time?
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custom-fitted mouthpiece sensor during all practices
and games. Researchers recorded all activities on
the field with a time-synchronized camera, and
identified each time head contact was made.
Head impact exposure was quantified in terms of
peak head motion and impacts per player per hour,
or impact rate. The amount of time an athlete was
exposed to an activity was also evaluated.
Researchers then compared impact rates across
activity types which ranged from 0.5 head impacts
per player hour to 13.7 head impacts per player
hour.
Researchers saw a similar number of player-toplayer contacts happening during technical drills,
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team interaction and game play. Technical training
activities like heading the ball and practicing ballcontrol and dribbling were associated with an
For young soccer players, participating in repetitive average impact rate of 13.7 head impacts per
technical training activities involving heading during player hour. Team interaction activities such as
practice may result in more total head impacts but small-sided games in practice were associated with
playing in scrimmages or actual soccer games may an average impact rate of 0.5 head impacts per
player per hour, which was slightly lower than the
result in greater magnitude head impacts. That's
1.3 head impacts per player hour observed during
according to a small, preliminary study released
games.
today that will be presented at the American
Academy of Neurology's Sports Concussion
Researchers also looked at average rotational head
Conference, July 30-31, 2021.
motion, which ranged from 500 radians per second
squared (rad/s2) to 1,560 rad/s2, with higher
"Headers are a fundamental component to the
numbers signifying greater magnitude head
sport of soccer. Therefore, it is important to
impacts. Technical training was associated with an
understand differences in header frequency and
average magnitude of 550 rad/s2, while team
magnitude across practice and game settings,"
interaction and games were associated with an
said study author Jillian Urban, Ph.D., MPH, of
average rotational head motion of 910 rad/s2 and
Wake Forest School of Medicine in Winston1,490 rad/s2, respectively.
Salem, N.C. "Practices are more amenable to
change than games. Therefore, understanding
"If the goal is to reduce the number of head impacts
how we can restructure practice to reduce head
impact exposure while teaching fundamental skills a young soccer player may get on the field, our
findings suggest the best way may be to target
needed to safely play the sport is critical to
technical training drills and how they are distributed
improving head impact safety in the sport."
within a season," said Urban. "However, if the goal
The study followed eight soccer players who were is to reduce the likelihood of players sustaining
head impacts of greater magnitude, then the best
ages 14 and 15 for two seasons. Players wore a
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bet may be to look at factors associated with highmagnitude head impacts that can occur during
scrimmages and games."
A limitation of the study is the small number of
players involved.
More information: Conference link:
www.aan.com/conferences/sports … ncussionconference/
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